
Lesson 31

Digraph th

Consonant Digraph/ Underline (Line Through Voiced) 



Echo-
What sound do you hear in the     
final position of these words?

bath     math       moth

bath, math, moth



Right! /th/ is the sound we hear in the  
beginning or initial position of these words? 

“th” are the letters making that sound?

 bath      math     moth

Put your fingers on your vocal cords and say /th/. Do you feel any vibration? (No).  Is /th/ voiced or unvoiced? (unvoiced) All of these words 
end with the /th/ sound. TH  must be the letters making the /th/ sound. Is ‘th’ a vowel or  a consonant? (consonant digraph) Explain Digraphs 
and how to code.



Digraph th

Di means two
and 

graph means letter



Echo-
What sound do you hear in the   
initial position of these words?

this        than       then

this, than then



Right! /th/ is the sound we hear in the  
beginning or initial position of these words? 

“th” are the letters making that sound?

Put your fingers on your vocal cords and say /th/. Do you feel any vibration? (yes).  Is /th/ voiced or unvoiced? (voiced) All of these words 
begin with the /th/ sound. TH  must be the letters making the /th/ sound. Is ‘th’ a vowel or  a consonant? (consonant digraph) Explain Digraphs 
and how to code for a voiced sound.

this        than       then



Digraph th

Di means two
and 

graph means letter



WHITE BOARDS-
                                Digraph th

Spell and Code:

thin that Smith this

cloth thick moths
thin, that, Smith, this, cloth, thick, moths 

(Start coding with marker or projection tools now for white board practice)



th



New Cards



You put this little cap on the 
end of your finger when you 

sew with a needle and 
thread. It protects your finger 
when you push the needle.

  
What do you think it is?



    th



This is one of the thin, light 
parts of a bird’s body that 

help it fly and protect its skin. 
It can also be used for 

pillows, fans and costumes.
 

What do you think it is?



    th



New Sight Words

We can’t sound these 
words out, so we will have 

to memorize them. 
Let’s practice!

Echo-  their, their, their, that is their’s (point to somebody, meaning it belongs to someone) there, 
there, there, over there! (Point to a location, meaning it is a place.)



their



there



Worksheet 31


